To do the 2016 Gumshoe, start from Ken’s Market, 7231 Greenwood Ave N. Please note:
•
•
•

The route involves crossing busy streets, traversing earthen paths, negotiating uneven sidewalks and climbing hills, so be careful!
All clues are visible from public thoroughfares, so please don’t trespass on private property.
After solving a clue, always resume walking in the same direction you were headed before you derived your answer—unless the
next clue directs you otherwise.
1

$8

Exit Ken’s and signal your way to the place where an R substituted for L fills it with energetic buccaneers. How
much for a magmatic pastry at the crazy rodent next door? (N 47.6815°, E -122.3554°)

2

Red

Proceed under the tom-toms, past the Oregon river shoulder sign to one of boundlessness. Take a couple more
steps, look for evidence of children recreating and go past it to the partially oxidized feline. What color is the fenced
canine? (N 47.6807° E -122.3538°)

3

Bloody

Descend to the Seattle-made collector cover, then make a treeline to the triangle. Cross to its counterpart, but veer
short of it to drop past the stepped plots to the glassed ones. What kind of butcher? (N 47.6802° E -122.3511°)

4

Remove

At the next intersection, turn the way that doesn’t cross it. When they appear, diagonal past the yellow
parallelograms to the very small disc of the same color. What should you not do to it? (N 47.6796° E -122.3498°)

5

Bees

Continue past the nearest access lane to below-grade parking and parallel the white dipping pickets, then, without
turning, the straight brown ones to the ramp’s end. Pivot to pass the limiting placard. At the Germanic door, what
crosses? (N 47.6783° E -122.3488°)

6

PJ

Just beyond the hinged bouquet, detour on the striped path to explore the circling one. What are Jim’s friend’s first
two initials? (N 47.6781° E -122.3478°)

7

Baseball

Return to the route you were following before the detour. Cautiously transition from pavement to gravel and, at your
next directional decision point, take the route past the impressionistic door to the one posted with a parking
restriction. What sport? (N 47.6785° E -122.3464°)

8

Path

At the next crossing, don’t. Instead, head to the green leaner and from there, double cross with light assistance to
counterclockwise the lined path, sidetracking by the rocked perch on your way to it. What did Josefa break? (N
47.6788° E -122.3452°)

9

A&M

Jog past the remains of the unnamed dead life form to the named living one approximately midway between Eve
and the Johnsons’ places of honor. What are the initials of the countries from where Atlas hails? (N 47.6766° E 122.3462°)

10

Enrage

When you come to the fork, take the unlined tine through the bollards, making a sweep turn onto the path
paralleling the main one from which you diverged. Look for 0.9’s arrow and follow it to the rustic bench. Extracting
elk from the etched letters, how can all the remaining ones be rearranged to anger the beast? (N 47.6741° E 122.3464°)

11

Thank

Arc with the animal parade to the howler. What does the project wish to do? (N 47.6746° E -122.3475°)

12

Fish

Retrace your steps to island hop and ascend to where hit’s over hit. Follow the red past its ends to take the
hardscape bisecting the blue squared rectangles. At India’s opening, what animal goes with the flow? (N 47.6731°
E -122.3461°)

13

9

Veer to groove through the grove, past the pits to 6. What digit is not included among the reservation and problem
numbers? (N 47.6724° E -122.3459°)

14

Stone

15

O

16

Seattle

Beyond the marker approximating the innate sound, cross to the product of four and five. Atop it, what goes with 92
2? (N 47.6718° E -122.3482°)

17

N 59th

Amble per the next pointer to the point between the pairs of ringed trunks, then proceed past and just left of seven
over seven over seven to 723’s post. On what street can you access it? (N 47.6724° E -122.3489°)

18

Lied

At the wood pole with the metal sidekick, redirect to pass right of the pegged one. What did the oil company do? (N
47.6725° E -122.3498°)

19

Smith

Short of the mortal terminus, turn to pass through the leafy tunnel beyond the highest peaks. Near the buggy gate’s
dwelling’s portal, what brothers? (N 47.6731° E -122.3508°)

20

We

Past the rusty gateway, when you see the sign where eliminating ven and adding 100 leaves you at the opposite
corner of the country, don’t cross the intersection. Instead, take the gently rising alternative route to the numbered
spaces. Who loves Ray? (N 47.6726° E -122.3528°)

21

Pub

Diagonal at the next crossroads, then half hoop it to the jungle wall, passing the place where celestial beings might
mambo. What precedes the ampersand above the cats? (N 47.6724° E -122.3541°)

22

Gnome

At the illuminated regulators, go to the dogs, then under the unit of 100’s fasteners and past the disced f and proud
sponsor to where the loon looms overhead. What’s on the bottom of the bear’s foot? (N 47.6738° E -122.3544°)

23

2

Change course to walk the longest uninterrupted length of the next yard enclosure past the 11-hour designation to
the island, then continue in the only direction that doesn’t take you past it. Where the arrow points, turn to the
yellow-backed number stack. Discarding the top and bottom digits, how many dozens does the sum of its
remaining digits represent? (N 47.6746° E -122.3552°)

24

General

Corner with the red steps’ stones to the trapezoidal-sided boxes. Militarily speaking, what is the rank of their
approving authority? (N 47.6748° E -122.3544°)

25

Trump

Where sequenced doors appear below Gerber, do a ninety to follow the track next to their countdown. When you
reach the blue ring, turn to follow the line through its partner to the flagged trees. Who faces elimination? (N
47.6756° E -122.3554°)

26

8

27

Solicit

28

Blue

29

Childcare

30

Ghost

Take it home!

Continue on the widest passage and its trajectory to the retentive structure. Near the middle, five to six feet up,
what’s missing? (N 47.6714° E -122.3467°)
Follow the trail past the manly figure in blue. At its bouldered apex, split 55s to the DKUPS gate, then gravitate to
the blue stack. P& what? (N 47.6706° E -122.3475°)

Carefully cross to take a step past the three-signed post, about face and take the only route. At the open-arrowed
plug, turn to leave 1976 at your back. When you come to the square pole on the circled pad, assuming the sides
that can’t be seen are the same as the sides that can, how many welded fins at the base of the vane? (N 47.6766°
E -122.3563°)
Past the mini-prides of jungle kings, at the circled door, cross to the hearted one, then continue in the opposite
direction of the unhurried youngsters, through the sewers to the red heart ring. Look around. What not? (N
47.6780° E -122.3565°)
At the snow sport chairs, zag to care’s gate. What color are the fence figures? (N 47.6791° E -122.3563°)
Take care’s directional advice to a few steps beyond 1919’s marker, then change course to pass the 0700 hour to
the 1956 year. What’s available nearby? (N 47.6795° E -122.3559°)
Go to stop, then as the number below it is to its unit of measurement, proceed past the photographic equipment
sign. Beyond the blue-padded half dozen, at the tube-holstered post, olde what? (N 47.6804° E -122.3555°)

